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Introduction: We have reexamined 41 Trojan as-

teroids observed with the Hubble Space Telescope 
(HST) to search for unresolved binaries. We have iden-
tified one binary, (16974) 1998 WR21 with a separation 
of 53 milliarcsec. The high S/N of the observations and 
the stability of the HST PSF enable a novel approach 
to identifying blended binaries using radial profile fit-
ting.  

Only two resolved binaries have been previously 
identified in the Jupiter Trojans population. 617 Pa-
troclus is a tidally-locked  binary with nearly equal-
size components and a very low density, ρ=800±200

100 
kg/m3 [1]. 624 Hektor consists of a bilobed primary 
orbited by a small satellite [2]. Density determinations 
for Hektor vary depending on the methodology. The 
satellite orbit yields a density of 1000±300 kg/m3[2] 
while shape analysis leads to a higher density[3]. 

Unresolved binaries may also be present in the Tro-
jan population as indicated by lightcurve analysis [4,5]. 
In two cases, densities have been indirectly derived 
from shape analysis: Trojan asteroids (17365), and 
(29314) have large amplitude lightcurves that are con-
sistent with binaries having similar-sized components 
that are synchronously locked (or in contact), and have 
densities below 1000 kg/m3[4]. Many additional Tro-
jans show lightcurve variations that could also be in-
dicative of binary systems [5].  

Identification and confirmation of resolved binary 
Trojans is critical because mass-based physical infor-
mation from the binary orbit could yield more clues to 
the origin of Trojans. A Trojan Tour is one of six pos-
sible New Frontiers missions; additional Trojan bina-
ries provide physical context for planning such a mis-
sion and could constitute a potentially high value target 
because of the opportunity to study two objects and to 
test models of the primordial nature of binaries. 

   

                           
Figure 1: Trojan (16974) 1998 WR21 was observed with 
WFC3 on 03/13/2013. A 1 arcsec region of a single F555W 
exposure is shown. In all 16 exposures the radial profile is 
broadened and PSF fitting results in a consistent component 
separation of 53±3 mas.  Relative flux is less consistent be-
cause of sub-pixel shifts with f1/f2 = 1.7±0.5. 

 

 
Table 1: Trojan asteroids observed with HST. Tar-

gets in GO 10512 were scheduled from a longer list of 
snapshot candidates. Targets in GO 12891 have long 
rotation periods that might be due to synchronous bina-
ry systems. Diameters and visible albedos are from 
WISE [6]. Diameters of most objects fall in a range of 
20 – 40 km. The radius shown is the averaged radius, 
in pixels, of a fit to the radial profile using IMEXAM 
in IRAF. Candidates must be consistently wider in all 
images. (some target averages are skewed by single 
cosmic ray events identifiable by inconsistent image-
to-image radii)  

 
Observations:  41 Trojan asteroids have been ob-

served with the Hubble Space Telescope, 39 success-
fully. Images were obtained in two observing pro-
grams, 6 in GO 12891 (Noll), and 33 in GO 10512 
(Merline). Targets were observed with WFC3 (12891) 
and the ACS/HRC (10512) and are summarized in 
Table 1. 

Analysis: Initial analyses of both data sets did not 
find any binaries or binary candidates [7,8]. In order to 
identify candidates for partially resolved binaries we 
employed an azimuthally averaged radial profile as an 
initial screening. This approach is less sensitive to 
changes in the apparent PSF from small shifts in sub-
pixel position, focus, and breathing. Candidates are 
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then fit with more traditional PSF-fitting tools. This 
screening identified only one candidate system that 
showed a consistently broader radial profile than other 
targets (Figure 1). (16974) 1998 WR21 has an average 
radial distribution >15% broader than the median. 
While small, this difference is significant given the 
high S/N of the observations. Subsequent PSF fitting 
confirms the binary nature of the target and yields a 
consistent separation and relative orientation in all 
sixteen high S/N images. 

Trojan Binaries: Only two Trojans, (624) Hektor 
and (617) Patroclus, are currently known resolved bi-
naries [1-3] where orbits can yield reliable masses and 
densities. The detection of (16974) makes it only the 
third binary in the Trojans that is sufficiently resolved 
that its orbit can be determined. The orbit-derived sys-
tem mass can be combined with existing WISE ther-
mal and optical data to yield a density. Hektor and 
Patroclus have very low densities similar to those 
found in the Kuiper Belt. A low density for (16974) 
would be suggestive of a possible connection between 
Trojans, KBOs, and a common origin in the outer pro-
toplanetary disk that could be further explored with 
spacecraft missions. 

The binary fraction in the Trojans inferred from 
this work is low, f ≤5% as previously concluded [7]. 
Assuming a density of 1000 kg m-3 and a detection 
limit of 0.05 arcsec, HST observations probe to 
s≈0.015 RHill, less deeply than KBO searches have 

reached. On the other hand, six of the targets, includ-
ing the detected binary, were selected because their 
slow rotation might indicate a tidally synchronized 
binary system. Given the countervailing biases, we can 
conclude, at most, that the Trojans could have a binary 
fraction similar to that found in the dynamically hot 
transneptunian populations including the Plutinos and 
the Scattered Disk. The observed binary fraction does 
not rule out the possibility that the Trojans were scat-
tered from the outer protoplanetary disk to their current 
location. 
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